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Abstract - This position paper discusses the necessities and 
challenges for accountable AI with regard to 2 interdependent 
objectives: (i) a way to foster analysis and development efforts 
toward socially helpful applications, and (ii) a way to take 
under consideration and mitigate the human and social risks 
of AI systems. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

AI considerably contributes to and edges from the 
accelerated momentum of technology development, which is 
opening a wealth of opportunities and has already brought 
numerous social and human edges, as assessed for example 
by the evolution of the Human Development Index 
throughout the globe. AI technologies facilitate medical 
professionals improve interference, diagnosing and care 
procedures. They’re of profit in atmosphere preservation 
and observance programs, in agricultural comes, and in the 
modeling and management of cities, infrastructures and 
industries. They contribute to safer and a lot of economical 
mobility and transportation systems. They provide effective 
tools for multi-modal and multi-lingual interaction and 
information querying. However, these fast technology 
developments also are the matter of legitimate issues about 
risks, troubled effects and social strains that require to be 
properly understood and addressed. 

The issues concerning AI square measure expressed in 
numerous forums and programs seeking to leverage AI 
developments toward social sensible, to mitigate the risks 
and investigate ethical problems. this is often notably 
illustrated through the initiatives taken by international 
organizations, like the United Nations and its specialised 
agencies,1 the Union,2 or the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development3. The G7 political leadership 
has recently declared the long run setup of a world Panel on 
AI, equivalent to the IPCC for the temperature change. 
Correspondence LAAS-CNRS, University of metropolis, 
Toulouse, France Other initiatives are taken by technical 
societies,4 NGOs, foundations, firms, and tutorial 
organizations5. 

The requirements and challenges relating to accountable AI 
developments are often analyzed with relevance two 
dependent purposes:  

(i) a way to foster analysis and development efforts toward 
socially useful applications, and (ii) a way to take into 
consideration and risks of AI systems. These objectives 
correspond to technical furthermore as legal and social 

challenges, which are briefly summarized during this 
position paper. Command, and use the naming convention 
prescribed by your conference for the name of your paper. In 
this newly created file, highlight all of the contents and 
import your prepared text file. You are now ready to style 
your paper.  

AI for the social good 

AI technologies, as most digital technologies, have become 
present. Learning, reasoning, heuristic search and drawback 
resolution algorithms ar found in a {very} very widerange of 
applications, directly integrated into artifacts or indirectly 
via cloud connections. Most industrial and economic sectors 
ar deploying these techniques in their engineering strategies 
and product. Even culture and humanities are experimenting 
with AI in their artistic tools. 

The needs for socially useful AI applications are tremendous 
and lift varied challenges. many initiatives are trying to deal 
with a number of these desires. For example, the AI for 
world smart Summit of the ITU is concerned with 
encouraging R&D in AI to actively contribute to the 
seventeen property Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN. 
The last edition of the Summit thought of a few development 
areas such as: 

• The interpretation and process of satellite pictures in food 
and science applications (SDG 2), and in environment 
preservation programs (SDG half-dozen: 

• The gathering, treatment and open dissemination of 
medical knowledge and information associated with 
epidemics and various health conditions 

• The simulation of urban environments for the management 
and decision-making support in good cities. 

•AI techniques will contribute to different UN property 
development objectives, like in education, water resource 
mangement  and industrial production 6.The challenges for 
fostering AI toward social smart slot in two main categories: 
incentives and integrative analysis. 

Incentives 

The usual market incentives tend to focus on high and fast 
come on investment. They’ll not provide analysis funding 
and investments meeting the significant desires of socially 
useful developments, specially in their initial and risky 
phases. a couple of non-profit foundations square measure 
to be counseled for funding exemplary projects7. However, a 
lot of support is required from international cooperation and 
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public funding, that ought to bring vital and targeted 
resources on key objectives. Though all OECD countries (and 
several developing countries) have associate degree AI 
development set up, their funding remains modest, as 
compared to the R&D investments of the few main industrial 
players of the sphere. Public incentives got to be scaled-up 
on socially useful programs. 

Integrative research 

Integrative analysis inside AI is demanded for addressing 
heterogenous tasks, that square measure inherent to socially 
beneficial applications. Such tasks need multiple 
psychological feature functions, e.g., sensing, knowledge 
association, as well as extraction and reasoning on the 
underlying metaphysics of a domain, so as to higher actively 
understand, organize, explain and rationalize a perceived 
field. The challenges require desegregation empiric modeling 
and model-based reasoning. They demand combining 
bottom-up learning and correlation with top-down causative 
rationalization. They additionally need fusing a diversity of 
input sources, and integrating systematically multiple data 
representations and process approaches that square 
measure mathematically heterogeneous. Integrative analysis 
issues between AI and different fields square measure 
clearly at the core of most socially useful developments of AI. 
They correspond to targeted knowledge base comes, 
similarly on future transdisciplinary programs. They 
additionally need the involvement of non-academic 
contributors, social actors and stakeholders inside 
investigations and developments. These integrations square 
measure sometimes a lot of difficult attributable to the 
diversity of cultural and method backgrounds. But they're 
required so as to ground the work into real problems and to 
develop relevant contributions, which need to be assessed 
primarily from their effective field success than from their 
formal machine properties. Integrative analysis is in and of 
itself troublesome. It needs along time span, due specially to 
the overhead of collaborations and field tests. Given the 
standard criteria and bibliometrics indicators used for the 
funding and assessment of educational work and careers, 
integrative research seems risky. what is more, the read that 
science is “neutral” with relevancy its potential uses remains 
appealing. Several researchers understand their role as 
principally to contribute to data, and to go away it up to 
society to form use of it. However the elaboration and high 
pace of technosciences, notably in AI, not support such a 
read. Today, a big a part of the AI community is bothered 
with promoting a hunt agenda that anticipates and takes 
under consideration the social utility of its investigation (see, 
as an example, the wide supported letter, and also the 
consequent agenda. However, a shift within the tutorial 
cultural and structure paradigm is also required to amplify 
integrative research in AI. During this regard, studies in 
philosophy and examples from different domains like the 
earth and climate science community are often terrible 
informative. 

 

Mitigating AI risks 

AI scientists belong to a extremely eager and positive 
community, corroborative of social and humanisticvalues. 
Most AI publications highlight smart motivations and 
glorious attainable effects of their contributions. But not 
several do investigate their inherent risks. Every AI 
development involves explicit risks that demand to be 
studied and self-addressed specifically. There ar many 
general categories of risks that ar common to several 
applications. These ar notably: (i) the security of important 
AI applications, (ii) the safety and privacy for individual 
users, and (iii) the social risks. the problems in these 3 
classes aren't independent; several of them might not be 
exclusive to AI. 

Safety critical AI applications 

AI techniques area unit ofttimes integrated inside artifacts 
and systems dowered with sensory-motor capabilities and 
increasing levels of autonomy. These area unit robots, 
drones, cyber-physical elements, machine-controlled plants, 
networks and infrastructures. These techniques area unit 
additional and additional being deployed in safety important 
applications and areas that can have terribly high economic 
or environmental prices, such as as an example in 

• Health: stimulators, prostheses, monitors, surgical devices, 
drug processes; 

• Transportation: autonomous vehicles, traffic control 

• Network management: energy, logistics, hydraulics, 
various infrastructures; and 

• Police work and defense systems 

Security and privacy for individual users 

AI techniques became the intermediary between the users 
and therefore the digital world. Access to on-line knowledge 
made by the billions of individuals and connected systems, 
and, on the far side knowledge, to information relevant to 
every user, is increasingly supported linguistics content. A 
vocal assistant should properly understand oral requests in 
language. Associate associated querying engine should 
interpret every request in its context and in regard to the 
user’s profile, which is continually learned, refined and 
evolving. Images, videos and knowledge from varied 
physical, chemical, or physiological sensors, area unit to be 
taken and indexed with respect to their linguistics content. 
progressively, a person’s interactions together with her 
setting, with machines and systems (at home, in stores and 
public equipments),or maybe her interactions with 
alternative persons, area unit performed digitally and 
mediate via AI. all and sundry generates a growing and 
probably ineradicable “digital trace” of her behavior. Even 
while not direct use of digital interfaces, it is difficult to avoid 
going away such a trace (e.g., walking in areas with video 
police work and face recognition, or making purchases).The 
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mediation role of AI with the digital world has become 
therefore necessary that, for many, AI is indistinguishable 
from digital technologies. Studies concerning opinions and 
attitudes relating to AI will be extremely instructive. They’ll 
give insight concerning wherever analysis and education 
efforts ought to concentrate. The final public has typically 
ambivalent perceptions of the sphere, sometime mixing: 

•Uncritical expectations: algorithms and computations are 
correct and proper, selections counseled by a machine area 
unit “rational”;  

•Legitimate issues regarding the protection and 
confidentiality of a user’s interactions, the exploitation of 
private and aggregative information, and opinion 
manipulation capabilities 

• Unsupported fears regarding the “singularity”, or the 
currently unbelievable perspective of machines with 
intentions, emotions, consciousness, that will take control of 
human. 

Social risks 

The satisfactoriness of a technology is usually taken in terms 
of shoppers, i.e., the existence of a sufficiently broad public 
that adopts and uses the technology. But social 
satisfactoriness is far a lot of stern than individual 
acceptance. Among different things, social satisfactoriness 
needs: 

• To require under consideration the long run, as well as 
attainable impacts on future generations; 

• To stress regarding social cohesion, above all in terms of 
employment, resource sharing, inclusion and social 
recognition. 

Biases 

Decision support tools will be biased. In some cases, systems 
square measure on purpose designed as unbalanced, e.g., for 
a recommender system integration info or business goals. 
Users ought to be expressly warned about the underlying 
objectives of systems that will distort their outcomes. a lot of 
problematic square measure the hidden and non connotative 
biases of systems needed to be neutral and fair. Varied cases 
of gender, cultural or seniority biases are reported in call 
support systems for health, banking, insurance, enlisting, 
career assessment, or maybe publicly services like legal 
assessment and town police investigation applications [14, 
20, 25]. This can be usually the case as a result of these 
systems lacks transparency, intelligibility and deem coaching 
knowledge that is biased in hidden ways that troublesome to 
uncover and mitigate. There is a need for more analysis in 
techniques for auditing the fairness of a system, and in laws 
requiring their use for certification mechanisms. 

 

 

Behavior manipulation 

It has been notable for ages that individuals is manipulated. 
AI technologies augment their vulnerability, especially with 
the worldwide deployment of applied science and elvish 
devices that implement powerful communication, sensing, 
process and decision making functions. Manipulation 
capabilities square measure illustrated by the more and 
more simpler techniques for social observation, text and 
audio-visual “optimization”, dialogue steering, behavior 
modeling and shaping, and market driving. The incentives 
for mistreatment offered techniques toward profitable 
functions square measure terribly high. Dubious practices 
with high social, political and economic risks can stay in use 
as long as they're unregulated. In addition to laws, and for 
supporting them, further research in AI might contribute to 
strategies for detection manipulation makes an attempt. 

Employment 

AI contributes to the increasing automation of services, trade 
and agriculture, that brings progress, also as vital social risks 
for employment. There is no general accord on this risk (nor 
is there one on international warming). However, accessible 
studies, which remain poor, converge toward a considerable 
reduction of jobs within the short to medium term. in 
keeping with associate 

OECD study for its twenty one countries, September 11 of 
jobs have a high risk of automation; a better share of twenty 
to twenty fifth of jobs have a medium risk (other studies 
conclude to additional alarming risk levels, e.g. moreover, 
technology developments square measure powerfully 
suspected to be a contributive factor for the ascertained 
increase in social inequalities, which cut back social 
involvement. It is clear to most observers that the prevailing 
social measures for handling temporary fluctuations (e.g., 
state benefits) square measure inadequate for a long-
standing, continuing modification. Many praiseworthy 
studies and initiatives are undertaken to mitigate the state 
risks, in terms of coaching and job creation (e.g., Innovation 
for Jobs), resource sharing, social recognition and 
integration. The challenge here is to additional develop these 
initiatives in order to retort in time to the undesirable 
consequences of numerous technology deployments. 

Conclusion 

AI, like several alternative technology, will have virtuous 
effects, as well the maximum amount less fascinating 
consequences. AI as a hunt field can't be infernal for the 
latter. The precise historical, social and economic context of 
a preparation will make Associate in Nursing AI machine “a 
Dr Jekyll or a mister Hide”. The discrepancy between the 
slow social and legal mechanisms and the quick technology 
momentum renders the steering of the deployments and 
uses of AI tougher. AI scientists and professionals don't have, 
obviously, the full steering management. However neither ar 
they ineffectual nor idle. They’re in charge of and capable of 
raising the social awareness regarding this limitations and 
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risks of their field. Up to some purpose, they can choose or a 
minimum of influence their analysis agenda. They can have 
interaction into integrative analysis and work toward the 
needed paradigm shift so as to foster socially useful 
developments and address the human and social risks of AI. 
The initiatives and comes remarked here illustrate several of 
those engagements that are happening and gaining strength. 
The growing effectiveness of AI is solely commensurate with 
its social responsibility. The technical and structure 
challenges are tremendous, but the AI scientific community 
has got to face them. 
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